
My first paying job was to feed two 
swans—not just any swans, these 
were royal swans, Sam and Betty. 
Local legend has it that the birds 
were given to the town of Swanton, 
Vt., by the Queen of England. During 
the summer, the town fathers paid 
me $25 a month in cash to feed 
the swans a blend of donated stale 
bread and slightly rotted lettuce. In 
the winter I was a pin boy for a local 
bowling alley, manually resetting 
bowling pins to their correct position, 
clearing fallen pins, and returning 
bowling balls to bowlers. I received 80 
cents per string and dime tips from 
some of the players. Over the years, I 
advanced to mowing lawns, delivering 
newspapers, and waiting tables, all 
paying—you guessed it—cash. In the 
1980s while managing drugstores, I 
co-owned a video store that rented 
movies and offered one-hour film 
developing, all cash sales. I miss easy 
cash sales. I’m sure you do, too.

So let’s bring cash back! First, find 
8-12 feet of merchandising space. 
In that space, assemble and display 

the following bath safety products: 
a shower bench without a back, a 
shower bench with a back, a transfer 
bench, a handheld showerhead, a 
dual tub grip, a bed pan, and an E-Z 
lock raised toilet seat with arms. Fill 
open space in your display with inven-
tory ready to take home in its original 
retail box/packaging.

Next, set up a “Mobility Headquar-
ters.” The crown jewel of the head-
quarters will be a massive display of 
canes. Display signs throughout the 
store that read, “Let us size your cane 
so it fits perfectly for you!” An end-cap 
of reachers is also a nice way to add 
to your cash stash.

Even more cash ideas: If you are 
not already doing durable medical 
equipment billing, consider stocking 
front-wheel walkers with gliders and 
four-wheel rollators with padded seats 
and handbrakes (note: the best colors 
for rollator sales are dark blue, red, 
purple, and pink). Add accessories 
such as trays, colorful baskets, and 
bags for walkers. Additionally, bring 

in at least three lift chairs and display 
one size each of small, large, and 
extra-large chairs. Consider offering 
free curbside delivery for chair pur-
chasers or charging for in-home chair 
set-up and delivery. If you sold one lift 
chair a month, you would be making 
more cash than you would by filling 50 
statin drug prescriptions ….and you 
wouldn’t have to wait to get your cash. 
Good luck, and don’t forget the signs!

P.S.—I cared for Sam and Betty when 
I was 12. I bought my first pair of 
red Converse sneakers with my first 
paycheck. I’m 60 now, still have a pair 
of Chuck Taylors, and Sam and Betty 
are still returning to Swanton every 
summer. ■
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